
ABSTRACT 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION USER INTERFACE 

TEMPLATE APPLICATION BASED ON ANDROID 

The User Interface is considered a graphic design (graphic design) with a creative 

process of creativity that is capable of producing artwork and is comfortable to see for 

programmers. In addition, programmers consider themselves to be logical and strong 

people in the analysis but weak in artistry. Therefore, surveys have been conducted on 

several programmers to find out what is the programmer in application development. 

The survey results show that from 40 programmers it was difficult to create a creative 

and interesting User Interface when developing applications in their fields with 

programming languages that are predominantly Java Programming. While the User 

Interface is the most important part in designing an application because it can affect 

the user's interest in using it. The user interface that is less attractive will have an impact 

on the user's lack of interest in using the application. Although the features offered are 

running well. Based on this problem, an application tool is needed that provides User 

Interface (UI) templates based on User Interface categories according to the wishes of 

users with automatic source codes that use the Java Programming Language in Android 

Studio. This application is made using a waterfall backup which is a pattern taken that 

is useful in application development and uses the View-View Model (MVVM) 

architecture which is used to edit directly on the display when there is a change. The 

result of this research is the User Interface Template application that can help 

programmers as the main target in choosing the desired User Interface and can make 

changes to the components that you want to change through a mobile device. The 

results of this final project can be concluded from the application that will be made can 

be useful for programmers because it can help programmers faster in developing 

applications so that the User Interface is creative, good and ready to use. 
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